KINETICS Noise Control

STRUCTURAL BEAM OR TRUSS (EXISTING)
TURNBUCKLE (BY OTHERS)
SUSPENSION CABLE (BY OTHERS)
MANUAL CLIP (BY OTHERS)
OR WIRE TIE (BY OTHERS)
GROMMET
GROMMETS CENTERED AND EVENLY SPACED ACROSS TOP OF BAFFLE

WAVE BAFFLE HB (HEAT BONDED)

WAVE BAFFLE SE (SEWN EDGE)

2" THICK 1 PCF FIBERGLASS CORE
HEAT SEALED VINYL

2" THICK FIBERGLASS WITH SAILCLOTH (SE) OR VINYL (HB) COVERING

NOT TO SCALE

1" THICK, 1 PCF FIBERGLASS
SAIL CLOTH
THICKNESS

SAIL CLOTH
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